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   The Basel streetcar service began in ca. 1880 as a privately owned and operated business.  It connected 

the most important traffic junctions of that time, namely the central railway station of the “Centralbahn” 

with the old “Badische railway station” via the “Freie Strasse” across the Rhein River.  These first means 

of transportation moved without tracks.  The platforms of the cars were open and were pulled by two 

horses.   As time went on, there were several routes.  These were indicated by alphabetical letters on the 

side of the car.  There were also ads for cacao and chocolate on the cars, as well as other products.   The 

horse-drawn cars were used for 15 years. 

 

After planning for a long time, on May 6, 1895, the first streetcar lines were started in Basel as a 

communal enterprise under the jurisdiction  of the canton.   Tracks were installed with 600 volt direct 

current and “meter track” were felt to be correct for Basel.  Originally this enterprise was called “Basler 

Strassenbahnen (BStB).  In 1946 it was changed to “Basler Verkehrsbetriebe (BVB)”. 

 

   The tramway stamps were first issued in 1916, these have no date overprinted.  Beginning in 1917 the 

stamps were overprinted with the month and year date to indicate payment for the use of the tramway for 

the month.  The different values were for use on different routes.  The last stamps were issued in 1968 

after which time only tickets were used. 

 

   The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at listing the Basle Strassenbahnen.  The first  

design (19.5 x 22.5mm) has a  Bishop’s Crozier in a shield at the left.  They are inscribed  

“BASLER STRASSENBAHNEN/WERTMARKE”.  This design was used from 1916-1924.  The last known 

use of this design was Janaury 1924.  In 1920 there were two smaller designs (12 x 24mm) used for values  

12 Frs and 18 Frs(#10-11)  These are the only known issues of this design. The date overprint is larger on 

 #22-23. The design was changed in March 1925 (earliest known use) with the Bishop’s Crozier in a shield 

 in the center.  In 1937 a new design with the value in an oval and small Bishop’s Crozier in each corner.  

 This design was used until 1968.  All stamps (except 1916) are overprinted with the month and year in black 

or red (red on #s 42, 43, 76, 77, 80, 81, 84, 85).  In 1947 the inscription was changed to “BASLER/ 

VERKEHRS-BETRIEBE”.Stamps are perforated 11.5(#1-57) or10.75-11(#58-123).   

 

Monthly Stamps                                                                   

 

 1   1916     20.-  violet (no date) 

 2   1917     10.-  lilac rose                                                 

 3       “        15.-  pale green                                              

 4   1918     10.-  pale brown                                              

 5       “        12.-  brown orange                                          

 6       “        15.-  pale lilac                                                

 7       “        18.-  pale blue                                               

 8   1919      12.-  green                                                     

 9       “         18.-  grey-brown                                          

10   1920     12.-  red                                                        

11      “         18.-  pale blue                                              

12      “         20.-  pale lilac                                              



13   1921     16.-  grey-green                                           

14       “        20.-  lilac red                                              

15   1922      16.-  red-brown                                           

16       “         16.-bright yellow                                       

17       “         16.- violet                                                  

18       “         20.-  blue                                                   

19   1923      16.-  pale blue                                            

20       “        20.-  violet                                                 

21   1924     16.-   olive brown                                       

22      “         16.-.- olive brown                                      

23      “         20.-   bright yellow                                    

24      “         16.-   blue-green(new design)                   

25      “         20.-   violet                                                

26      “         23.-   rose                                                   

27   1925     16.-   dark olive green                                 

28       “        20.-   grey-blue                                         

29       “        23.-   green                                                 

30   1926     16.-   orange                                               

31   1926    20.-   olive brown                                     

32       “       23.-   lilac rose                                         

33   1927    16.-   orange                                             

34       “       20.-   dark lilac                                        

35       “       23.--  greenish blue                                 

36   1928    16.-    orange brown                                 

37       “       20.-   yellow                                             

38       “       23.-   grey                                                

39   1929    16.-   light blue                                        

40       “       20.-   lilac rose                                         

41       “       23.-   grey-green(pap. rose)                     

42   1930     20.-   olive green                                      

43       “       23.-   orange                                             

44   1931     20.-   pale brown                                    

45       “       23.-    turquoise blue                               

46   1932    20.-    rose(pap. Rose)                               

47       “       23.-   pale grey-lilac                                 

48   1933    20.-    orange                                            

49       “       23.-    pale olive green                              

50   1934    20.-    red-orange                                       

51       “       23.-    green                                              

52   1935    20.-    pale brown(pap. Yellow)                

53       “       23.-    violet(pap.bluish)                           

54   1936    20.-    orange                                            

55       “       23.-    green                                               

56   1937    20.-    olive brown(new design)                 

57       “       23.-    blue                                                 

58    1938    20.-   red orange                                       



59        “      23.-    violet                                             

60   1939    20.-    red                                                   

61       “       23.-    greenish grey                                 

62   1940    20.-    pale red brown                                

63       “       23.-    blue                                               

64   1941    20.-    lilac rose                                         

65       “       23.-    red orange                                     

66   1942    20.-    pale brown                                     

67       “       23.-    yellow                                           

68   1943     21.-    lilac rose                                          

69        “      24.-    green                                            

70   1944     21.-    blue                                               

71       “        24.-   yellow brown                               

72   1945     21.-    lilac                                               

73       “       24.-    red orange                                    

74   1946     21.-   yellow orange                               

75       “        24.-   blue                                              

76   1947     21.-    yellow orange                              

77   1947    24.-   blue                                         

78   1948    23.-   yellow orange                         

79       “       26.-   blue                                        

80   1949    23.-   yellow orange                         

81       “       26.-   blue                                        

82   1950    23.-    yellow orange                      

83       “       26.-   blue                                       

84   1951    23.-    yellow orange                       

85       “       26.-   blue                                       

86   1952    23.-    yellow orange                     

87       “       26.-   blue                                      

88       “    25 on 23.- yellow orange                

89       “    28 on 26.- blue                                  

90   1953    25.-    yellow orange                      

91       “      28.-    blue                                      

92   1954    25.-    yellow orange                       

93       “      28.-    blue                                      

94   1955    25.-   yellow orange                        

95       “      28.-    blue                                    

96   1956    25.-   yellow orange                     

97       “       28.-   blue                                   

98   1957    25.-    yellow orange                    

99       “       28.-   blue                                    

100   1958  26 on 25.- yellow orange              

101       “     29 on 28.- blue                            

102   1959   26.-   yellow orange                    

103      “    29 on 28.-  blue                              

104    1960   26.-   yellow orange                   



105        “     ½ 29 on 28.-blue(child fare?)    

106   1961   26.-   yellow orange                    

107       “     29.-    blue                                   

108   1962   26.-   yellow orange                    

109       “     30.-    blue                                    

110   1963   26.-   yellow orange                     

111       “     30.-    blue                                  

112   1964   26.-    yellow orange                   

113       “     30.-    blue                                   

114   1965   26.-   yellow orange                    

115       “     30.-    blue                                  

116       “   30 on 26.-  yellow orange             

117       “     34.-   blue                                    

118   1966   30.-  yellow orange                     

119       “      34.-   blue                                   

120   1967   30.-   yellow orange                    

121       “      34.-   blue                                   

122   1968   30.-    yellow orange                   

123   1968   34.-   blue                                        

 

 

There are also weekly stamps issued from 1939-1968 which will be another article.  Anyone with additional  

about these tramway stamps is invited to contact the author directly.  You may contact Donn Lueck at P. O. 

Box 11582 or by email at donn3@earthlink.net>             


